Abstract. In the morning of the 8 th march 2014，the Malaysia Air's MH370 scheduled flight which was flying to Beijing lost connection with land. There are 227 passengers and 12 flight crews.A fter losing connection, the authorities started to the fragments of MH370, but they didn't find any fragment. Motivated to find the lost plane more accurately, we established two models to imitate the whole process of searching the lost plane.T he process includes the falling process and the searching process. We provide several searching methods including sector search, extended square search, track line search, parallel line search, horizontal line search, moving rectangle search.
Introduction
At 8 th march，2014. From the China Civil Aviation Administration air traffic control board was informed that the Malaysia Airlines B777-200ER aircraft (fuselage number 9M-MRO), the implementation of MH370 (Kuala Lumpur to Beijing) flight mission, take-off time 8 00:42 (Beijing time)，However，Aircraft lost contact and the radar signal with regulatory agencies in Ho Chi Minh control area at about 01:20. and after relevant regulatory authorities' confirmation , the machine has not established contact with China's Control Department of our country or to enter China's ATC information region. The part of searching the MH370 [1] As the figure 1 shown, the authorities were searching the fragments of MH370,so we establish models to offer a solution to the problems. We assume that we can't receive any signal from the drown airplane .Then we establish two models to imitate the whole process include falling and searching. 
Sector search
The sector search fit the accurate position and small range searching method.We use it to search the circle range.The specific steps are: put a symbol at the basic point as our searching center.As the figure 7shown,the angle between two track lines depends on the estimated searching radius.In general, the sector searching radius is between 3 to 9 kilometers.The searching plane's swerving angel is 120 degrees every time. If we don't find the target after searching the whole circle.We should rotate the sector.Then searching in half of the central angle. 
Extended square search
Extended square search fit the near positions.We use it to search areas which the center are in the shape of spots and lines. The specific types are:put a symbol at the basic point as our searching center.As the figure shown ,if the searching center is a spot, we will extend our searching range in the shape of concentric square.If the searching center is in the shape of a line, we should extend our searching range in the shape of concentric rectangle. The route is as the figure8 shown. 
Track line search
Track line search fit the uncertain position in the accident.We should focus the searching resource on the basic line.We should search in the direction of planned track line.This method needs us to keep parallel to the most possible track line.We gan get the main searching method in figure 9. 
Parallel line search
We use parallel line search when the target's position is uncertain and the searching range is very large. The range of parallel line search is a rectangle.We can divide the searching area into some parts.Then arrange searching facilities at every small part we divided.At the process of parallel line search ,we should design the searching area at first.Then we decide the separation distance between the searching lines according to the accident situation.The searching facilities start searching from an angle of the searching area.The starting places are always in the middle position in the searching rectangle.Then they keep the separation distance.The specific route is shown in figure 10 . 
Horizontal line search
Except for that the searching line of horizontal line search paralleling to the short edge of the searching rectangle,the main method of horizontal line search is similar to that of parallel line search. The horizontal line search needs more swerves than parallel line search in the same range.This method is always used in the cooperation of aircraft and ships.We can get the method in figure 11. 
moving rectangle search
We always using moving rectangle searching method in the horrible searching situation.It can be seem as a transfer of the extended rectangle searching method.We can estimate the floating direction and speed and the error range.Then we can decide the searching area. Figure 12 shows the model clearly. 
